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STARTED Project Overview

The STARTED Project aims to reinforce and
structure a European network for promoting
entrepreneurship and innovation in R&D and put
in place a project-based learning approach for
researchers to develop entrepreneurship skills
and spirit
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STARTED Project Aims
●

Reduce the cultural gap between research and business

●

Accelerate innovative R&D projects towards commercialisation

●

Ensure researchers’ projects address challenging issues from both market
and end-user perspectives

●

Proceed towards a step change in the training of different stakeholders

●

Disseminate success stories and results
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Key Facts
The STARTED Project is funded by the Erasmus Plus Initiative*
Action Type: Knowledge Alliances for Higher Education
Key Action: Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices
With

€953,501
Funding from Erasmus Plus
Knowledge Alliance

Featuring

Targeting

5 Partners 6 EU Regions
Including HEI, SME and NPO
Partners

*ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus

Across 6 EU Countries
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STARTED Project
Background

Background to the STARTED Project
Research innovations often remain locked within research organisations,
never making their way into commercial startups or new business units. In
parallel with a lack of entrepreneurial skills, young researchers:
●
●
●

have difficulties in comprehending market reality or industrial constraints
show a lack of motivation regarding entrepreneurship
focus their career choices on big businesses.

Background to the STARTED Project
According to a recent article in Forbes that highlights the need for more
intrapreneurship, only 29% of millennials are engaged at work, which is the
lowest percentage among any generation(1). Thus technology transfer and
entrepreneurship are low.
The STARTED project arose from an investigation of concrete solutions to bring
R&D innovations to market using project-based learning approaches, in order
to reverse this tendency.
(1)http://www.forbes.com/sites/wesgay/2016/11/14/why-big-companies-should-act-small-to-attract-millennials/

Needs Analysis - The Data
Based on Eurostat data on
the employment rates in all
271 NUTS 2 regions and the
R&D levels in those same
regions, we examined the
European regions that had
some of the lowest levels of
employment in all of the
EU-28 countries (< 60 %) ,
despite having
medium-to-high
investment in R&D (> 1.5%
of GDP)

Needs Analysis - Target Regions
Country

Region

Region ID
(NUTS2)

Employment
(%)

R&D/GDP
(%)

Startup
Birthrate* (%)

Ireland

Border, Midlands, West

IE01

58.2

1.56

6.76

Spain

Cataluña

ES51

59.8

1.52

8.38

France

Languedoc-Roussillon

FR81

56.8

2.36

9.5

Bruxelles

BE10

52.5

1.51

Belgium

Italy

3.59
Liège

BE33

57.0

1.58

Lazio

ITI4

57.7

1.65

7.08

*targeted countries were ranked in the bottom half of the EU-28 in terms of startup birth rates
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STARTED Project
Regions and Partners

STARTED
Regions

BELGUIM
Bruxelles (BE10)
Liège (BE33)
IRELAND
Border, Midland
and Western
(IE01)
FRANCE
Languedoc-Roussillon
(FR81)

ITALY
Lazio
(IT14)

SPAIN
Cataluña
(ES51)
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STARTED
Regions

Coverage Region: BMW,
Ireland
Type: HEI
Speciality: Entrepreneurship
IRELAND
Education
Border, Midland
www.nuigalway.ie

Coverage Region: Bruxelles
& Liège, Belgium
Type: NPO
Speciality:
Youth
BELGUIM
Entrepreneurship
Bruxelles (BE10)
www.eyif.eu

and

Western
(IE01)

Liège (BE33)

Based on Eurostat data on the employment rates in all 271 NUTS 2 regions and the R&D levels in those same
regions, we examinedCoverage
the European
regions
that had some of the lowest levels of employment in all of the
Region:
Cataluña,
Coverage Region: Cataluña,
EU-28 countries (< 60Spain
%) , despite having medium-to-high investment in R&D (> 1.5%
GDP)
Spain/ofLanguedoc-Roussillon,
Type: HEI
Speciality: Business
Management Education
www.iese.edu

France
Type: SME
Speciality: Venture,
Entrepreneurial Support
www.venturehub.es

FRANCE
Languedoc-Roussillon
(FR81)
Coverage Region: Lazio
Type: HEI
Speciality: Entrepreneurship
Education
http://www.uniroma3.it

SPAIN
Cataluña
(ES51)

ITALY

Coverage Region: Lazio
Lazio
Type: SME
(IT14)
Speciality: Localisation
Services
www.translated.net
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STARTED Project
Core Methodologies

STARTED Project Methodologies Overview
The STARTED project will put in
place a project-based learning
approach for developing
entrepreneurial skills (and spirit)
in researchers, to foster
interactions between stakeholders
in R&D innovation, and to guide the
transfer of innovative research
projects through to becoming
robust startup opportunities. The
mission is to teach more
researchers how to create
companies.
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Ed Roberts, MIT

Innovation = Invention*Commercialization

Disciplined Entrepreneurship Methodology
As we are building on the Disciplined Entrepreneurship process from MIT, we will extend and tailor relevant
opencourseware material for researchers and educators in HEIs. This material is available under a Creative
Commons license, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0, which means that it can be remixed, transformed, built upon, and made
available under the same non-commercial, share-alike license.

European Research to Startup Centre (ERSC)
The European
Research-to-Startup
Centre, will allow us to
implement and improve
the project-based
guided self-learning
dynamic, a pedagogical
approach.

European Research to Startup Centre (ERSC)
Through cooperation between stakeholders within the ERSC, STARTED aims to
develop new teaching practices to improve the commercial development of
research and foster innovation.
The ERSC will allow innovative projects to be matured, carried out and
tested in real-world conditions, with the aim of actually bringing products
to market (startups) and/or setting up a new business activity (product or
unit in existing businesses).

STARTED Project
Proposed Impact & Stakeholder Benefit

STARTED Project Impact
●

To initiate a collective dynamic at European level, with training teams involved in the
management of collaborative projects for entrepreneurship development activities

●

To disseminate tried and tested teaching methods for collaborative project management,
innovation transfer and creation activities

●

To develop trainers’ competences and improve the general know-how for entrepreneurship
training in the R&D sector

●

To improve entrepreneurship/intrapreneurship spirit and skills development in both HEIs
and businesses
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STARTED Project Target Groups: HEIs
Benefit at:
Local level

Regional level

National level

European level

HEI researchers

Best education and
increase in transversal
skills

Increase in employability in businesses,
contacts with potential employers

Facilitation of mobility

HEI educators

Increase in competences
of business-related skills
and interactions with
companies

Participation in
spin-off creation

Involvement in the
creation of value and
new business

Implication in
European top-level
teaching and learning
innovation

HEIs

Increase of competences,
development of IP,
facilitation of
entrepreneurship in R&D
teams

Increase of influence,
increase in number of
contacts with regional
businesses

Increase visibility and
reputation,
development of
network

Homogeneity of best
practices, increase
visibility and
reputation

STARTED Project Target Groups: Research Orgs
Benefit at:

Research institutes

Local level

Regional level

National level

European level

Increase in competences for
interaction with businesses and
in innovation and knowledge
transfer

Participation in
spinoff creation

Participation in
national networks
on innovation
transfer

Increase visibility and
reputation

R&D-active companies Development of new
competences and products /
innovation transfer, develop
internal entrepreneurship
department
Company researchers

Identification of new markets

Best education and increase in
Increased levels of engagement, more promotion opportunities
transversal and intrapreneurship
skills

STARTED Project Target Groups: Others
Benefit at:
Local level
National federations
Funders/investors

Regional level

National level

European level

Development of
local network

Development of
national network

Increase in
influence

Identification of
Identification of stakeholders network, development of
interesting projects activity
/ prospects /
promoters
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